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China’s National Gemstone Testing Center (NGTC) and Sarine
Launch a Co-Branded Light Performance Grading Report
Yuanyumei Jewelry is the first retailer in China
to adopt the NGTC-Sarine Light Performance Report
Hod Hasharon, (Israel), 14 September 2020 – Sarine Technologies Ltd (U77:SI) is pleased to
announce that it has launched its first co-branded light performance report with the National
Gemstone Testing Center (NGTC) of China, which will be implemented by Yuanyumei (Y & M)
Jewelry, a leading high-end Chinese jewelry brand.
In September 2019, Sarine entered into a strategic agreement with NGTC, the leading gemological
laboratory in China, to cooperate on developing diamond grading standards of the highest quality
and consistency. The collaboration is based on NGTC’s extensive gemological research and
diamond testing expertise and Sarine's developments in AI-based grading for the 4Cs and light
performance. Sarine and NGTC also embarked on a joint effort to advance diamond traceability
and fingerprinting as well as other digital solutions to benefit China’s retail diamond industry.
Despite delays caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, the cooperation has yielded its first fruit with
the official launch of an NGTC and Sarine co-branded diamond light performance report, which has
been adopted by jewelry designer, manufacturer and wholesaler Y & M Jewelry for its Rose
D'Amour line – the first jewelry company in China to do so.
A launch ceremony, "Beloved Roses Heading to the Light", was held at the Shenzhen IBC Mall on
9 September, 2020, attended by many dignitaries, including former Deputy Minister of Geology and
Mineral Resources and Chairman of the Gems & Jewelry Trade Association of China (GAC) Zhouqi
CHEN, leading GAC's delegation, Secretary of the Party Committee and President of NGTC Zhibin
YE, leading NGTC's delegation, President of Shenzhen Gold & Jewelry Association (SZGJA)
Zhiyong Huang, Chairman of Y & M Tianwei LIN, leading Y & M's delegation, and others, including
Sarine's local representatives (visit http://yymjewelry.com/news-688.html).
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Mr. ZhiBin Ye, NGTC's President, commented, "NGTC and Sarine have a solid foundation for
cooperation. The technology and solutions, and both parties, having common interest, are
determined to empower development of the diamond market and protect consumer confidence
while providing high-quality support for diamond brands. Y & M has over 20 years of professional
diamond industry experience and has extremely high standards for product quality. It is an excellent
brand in the industry that takes the lead in actively applying diamond technology to drive corporate
transformation and upgrading. NGTC and Sarine testing laboratories will actively support diamond
enterprises striving to apply high testing standards and quality management and control. Through
our cooperation with Sarine and applying its technology, important progress can be made in the
diamond consumer market. This launch is an example, and both Y & M's Rose D′Amour brand and
their consumers will experience the benefits of diamond light performance testing technology for
more confident and safer buying."
Lin Tianwei, Chairman of Y & M, said, "We are honored to be the first jewelry company in the
country to apply the NGTC and Sarine co-branded diamond light performance report. We attach
great importance to the quality of our diamonds and have been actively applying Chinese and
international diamond testing standards for years. Fully relying on the role of third-party institutions
and organizations, we are committed to setting a benchmark in the industry. With the joint technical
support of NGTC and Sarine, we will provide professional authentication and testing for our Rose
D′Amour diamonds. I believe that we can work together to provide retailers and consumers not only
with better quality diamonds, but also with more detailed and professional diamond quality
information, and jointly establish a channel of interconnection, mutual communication and mutual
trust."
David Block, Sarine Group CEO, remarked, "Together with NGTC, China's leading authority on
gem research and grading and our exclusive partner in China, we will be providing Y & M’s Rose
D’Amour a unique co-branded light performance diamond grading report. The introduction of this
new technology-based grading standard is part of Sarine’s and NGTC’s commitment to bring
innovation and a new level of confidence and transparency to consumers. We believe this is just
the start of a rich and deep collaboration with Y & M Jewelry, a visionary jewelry company that
understands today’s consumer trends, needs and interests. We congratulate Y & M Jewelry for
being the first in China to adopt the NGTC-Sarine report, and we look forward to helping advance
their customer experience.”
About NGTC:
NGTC is the gems & jewelry quality supervision and inspection centre approved by the State
Administration of Market Regulation of P. R. CHINA, and is leading the efforts in China in regards
to research, administrative regulations and formulating relevant policies and technical standards,
and conducts inspection on gems & jewelry. Visit www.ngtc.com.cn.
About Y & M Jewelry:
As a professional jewelry designer and manufacturer, adhering to excellent traditional
craftsmanship, dedicated and meticulous management, and using modern technology to make
continuous innovations, our product craftsmanship and design are at the leading level in China,
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with beautiful and smooth product lines and delicate quality. Won domestic and international design
and manufacturing awards. Visit http://yymjewelry.com.

About Sarine Technologies:
Established in 1988, Sarine Technologies Ltd. is a worldwide leader in the development and
manufacturing of advanced modeling, analysis, evaluation, planning, processing, finishing, grading
and trading systems for diamonds. Sarine products include the Galaxy® family of inclusion and
tension mapping systems, rough diamond planning and optimisation technologies, laser cutting and
shaping tools, laser-marking, inscription and finger-printing equipment, automated (AI-derived)
Clarity, Color, Cut and light performance grading systems and traceability, visualisation and retailing
services. Sarine systems have become standard tools in every modern manufacturing plant,
properly equipped gemology lab and diamond appraisal business, and are essential aids for
diamond polishers, dealers and retailers. For more information about Sarine and its products and
services, visit http://www.sarine.com.
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